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Abstract

The Application Service Hosting Platform (ASHoP), as a realization of the utility computing vision, has recently received tremendous attention from both industry and academia. An ASHoP provides a shared and high performance platform to host multiple Application Services (ASes). The ASes are outsourced by Application Service Providers (ASPs) to save their own IT resources. Furthermore, ASHoP resources are allocated to the ASes in an on-demand fashion, so that resource supply always follows the time-varying service load.

In this paper, we argue that the protection of ASHoPs poses new challenges. Different from a dedicated server platform which is analogous to a private house, an ASHoP is like an apartment building, involving both the 'host' - the ASHoP infrastructure and the 'tenants' - the ASes. As a result, an ASHoP has inherent requirement of openness, sharing, and mutual isolation: it must provide protection and isolation between the host and the tenants, as well as between different tenants. Unfortunately, traditional OS architecture and mechanisms are not adequate to meet these requirements.

We advocate new OS architecture and mechanisms for ASHoP protection, based on the virtual OS technology. Our experience shows that virtual OS achieves better protection of ASHoP infrastructure, as well as better isolation between the ASes hosted. Furthermore, we present novel protection mechanisms we have implemented: (1) resource isolation between ASes, (2) virtual networking and firewalling between ASes in a physical ASHoP server, and (3) untamperable and privacy-conserving AS blackboxing for the logging of activities inside each AS. Analogous to the blackbox on an aircraft, the software blackbox in each AS is untamperable; and it continues to log even after this AS has been compromised. Moreover, for the privacy of the AS, log data in the AS blackbox are not viewable to the 'landlord' (namely ASHoP owner) without authorization.

1 Introduction

An Application Service Hosting Platform (ASHoP) is a set of high performance servers connected by high speed LANs or switches. The ASHoP creates a shared platform for the hosting of multiple Application Services (ASes), which are outsourced by their corresponding Application Service Providers (ASPs). Examples of AS include online event catering (such as a conference), online shopping, and e-laboratories. In an ASHoP, ASes are created on-demand at the requests of their ASPs, and ASHoP resources are dynamically allocated to the ASes according to their time-varying service loads. Therefore, ASHoP reflects the vision of utility computing: computational resources are supplied on-demand, and turned off when no longer needed. ASHoPs have recently drawn tremendous attention from both industry (such as Oceano [5] of IBM and Utility Data Center [4] of HP) and academia (such as Denali [31], SHoP [28], and SODA [19]).

However, current research in ASHoP mainly focuses on resource and service quality issues. Little efforts have been devoted to the critical problem of OS architecture and mechanisms for ASHoP security and protection. In this paper, we show that ASHoP protection poses new research challenges. The new challenges are due to an ASHoP's inherent requirement of openness, sharing and mutual isolation. Unlike a dedicated server platform which is analogous to a private house, an ASHoP is like an apartment building, involving both the 'host' - the ASHoP infrastructure and the 'tenants' - the ASes. From a tenant's point of view, the ASHoP should be a safe place to 'live' with privacy and isolation from other tenants. From the landlord's point of view, the tenants should not do any damage to the 'property' and should not bother other tenants. In this paper, we consider the following requirements for ASHoP protection:

- ASHoP infrastructure safety The ASHoP servers should be protected from malicious attacks from the
outside. If one ASHoP server is attacked, all ASes residing in it will be affected.

• **Confinement of ASes** The ASHoP should prevent any damage by its tenants - the ASes. It is desirable that the activities of each AS are strictly confined within their allocated space in the ASHoP.

• **Isolation between ASes** It is equally important that the ASHoP should provide isolation between the tenants: Each AS should run as if it is in a dedicated environment. Between ASes sharing the same ASHoP server, isolation is desirable with respect to (1) administration: an ASP should have administrator privilege, but only within its own AS; (2) fault and attack: a crash or security breach of one AS should not affect other ASes; and (3) resources: each AS should be guaranteed the 'slice' of ASHoP server allocated to it, and it should not be able to launch a local DoS attack upon other ASes.

• **Secure communication between ASes** Sometimes neighbors do talk to each other: an AS may need to communicate with another AS to form a composite and value-added service chain. Therefore, the ASHoP should enable secure inter-AS communication.

• **Untamperable and privacy-conserving logging** The activities inside each AS should be logged for auditing or forensic purpose. In each AS, the logging module should be untamperable by an intruder and should continue to log even after the AS is compromised. On the other hand, the log data may contain sensitive information, such as the customer information in an on-line shopping service. The ASHoP should assure that the log data are not viewable by the landlord (i.e. ASHoP owner), except during post-attack forensic analysis with authorization.

Unfortunately, the traditional single-level ASHoP architecture, in which one underlying host OS supports all ASes running on top of it, is not adequate to meet the above requirements (to be discussed in Section 2).

In this paper, we present a new two-level ASHoP architecture, based on the virtual OS technology. In the two-level architecture, each AS runs on top of a virtual guest OS, while the guest OS runs on top of the host OS. Our experience shows that virtual OS achieves better protection of ASHoP infrastructure, as well as better isolation between the ASes hosted.

Although the virtual OS technology is not brand new [8, 13, 31], we have designed and implemented a number of novel mechanisms for ASHoP protection. Most notably, we have implemented (1) resource isolation (CPU, bandwidth, and memory) between ASes, (2) virtual networking and firewalling between ASes inside the same ASHoP server, and (3) untamperable and privacy-conserving AS blackboxing for the logging of activities inside each AS. Analogous to the blackbox on an aircraft, the software blackbox in each AS is untamperable, and logs information even after this AS has been compromised. Moreover, for the privacy of the AS, log data in the AS blackbox are not viewable to the landlord without authorization.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 compares the single-level and two-level ASHoP architectures. Section 3 presents an overview of our two-level ASHoP architecture called SODA. Section 4 describes the novel ASHoP protection mechanisms in SODA. Section 5 compares our work with related work. Finally, Section 6 concludes this paper and outlines future work.

### 2 Comparison of ASHoP Architectures

The two different ASHoP architectures are shown in Figure 1: Figure 1(a) shows the traditional single-level ASHoP architecture; while Figure 1(b) shows the two-level architecture based on the 'guest OS/host OS' structure.

**Figure 1. Two different ASHoP architectures (only showing one ASHoP server)**

In both architectures, multiple ASes are hosted in one ASHoP server. In the single-level architecture, all ASes run directly on top of the host OS. In the two-level architecture, each AS runs within a virtual server, which is physically a
structure, the performance slow-down is inevitable. Other as in the single-level architecture, the two-level architecture requires more CPU capacity. With the rapid advances in high performance server systems, such a price is expected to be more affordable in the near future.

We argue that the traditional single-level architecture is not adequate for ASHoP protection, in the following aspects:

- **Administration isolation**: It is desirable that each ASP has full administrator privilege only within the corresponding AS, so that the ASP can perform AS-specific management tasks such as data/software upgrade. However, if the administrator privileges of all ASPs are at the same (host OS) level, access control will become complicated and may lead to security holes.

- **Installation isolation**: Different ASes may require the same library, but of different versions, or their service daemons may require the same port binding. In the single-level architecture, such conflicts are difficult to resolve and can potentially lead to local DoS attacks (by port exhaustion, for example) between ASes. On the other hand, the two-level architecture naturally eliminate such conflicts.

- **Fault/attack isolation**: If all ASes run at the same host OS level, any fault or security breach in one AS will affect the host OS and therefore other ASes. For example, *httpd* [22] is a light-weight web server run by the root. However, one known attack upon *httpd* is a malicious packet is sent as an HTTP request, causing buffer overflow to bind a shell on a certain port. Then the attacker can remotely log in using the port, and run a remote shell! On the other hand, in the two-level architecture, since the root that runs *httpd* is the root of the guest OS, not the host OS, the attack will not affect the host OS as well as other ASes.

- **Crash recovery and forensics**: In the single-level architecture, to recover from an attack/crash of an AS, the entire ASHoP server will have to be rebooted. As a result, other ASes in the same ASHoP server will be affected. On the other hand, in the two-level architecture, the recovery of one AS has no impact on the normal operations of other ASes: the ASHoP administrator can simply restart the virtual server, and the image of the attacked virtual server is dumped to a file and sent to an off-line site for forensic analysis.

However, the advantages of the two-level ASHoP architecture do come with a cost. Due to the guest OS/host OS structure, the performance slow-down is inevitable. In other words, to achieve the same performance or service quality as in the single-level architecture, the two-level architecture requires more CPU capacity. With the rapid advances in high performance server systems, such a price is expected to be more affordable in the near future.

3 SODA: Our Two-Level ASHoP Architecture

We are developing a two-level ASHoP architecture called SODA\(^1\). Currently, SODA supports Linux as the host OS of ASHoP servers. For the guest OS running in each virtual server, we leverage an open-source virtual OS project called UML [13], or User-Mode Linux. Unlike other virtual machine techniques such as VMWare [3], a UML runs directly in the unmodified user space of the host OS; and processes within a UML will be executed in the virtual server exactly the same way as they would be executed in a native Linux machine. A special thread is created to intercept the system calls made by all process threads of the UML, and redirect them into the host OS kernel. The following features are enabled by leveraging the 'UML (guest OS)/Linux (host OS)' structure:

- The host OS has a separate *kernel space* from the UMLs, therefore preventing any harm done by the individual UMLs.

- An IP address is assigned to each virtual server, so that it can perform internetworking like a real server.

- A virtual server can be frozen/restarted without affecting other virtual servers: the images of both the UML and the AS on top of it can be copied to a file, and be conveniently backed up and restarted. Such feature enables easy fault/attack recovery and forensic analysis.

However, neither the original Linux (as host OS) nor UML (as guest OS) is powerful enough to support ASHoP security. We have extended both of them by implementing a number of novel protection mechanisms, as described in the next section.

4 ASHoP Protection Mechanisms in SODA

In this section, we present three ASHoP protection mechanisms in SODA: resource isolation, virtual switching and firewalling, and untamperable and privacy-conserving AS blackboxing (logging). All these mechanisms aim at meeting the ASHoP protection requirements listed in Section 1.

Although far from being a complete suite of ASHoP security solutions, these mechanisms can be seen as the basis for the implementation of more complicated mechanisms and policies.

\(^1\)SODA stands for Service-On-Demand Architecture. Details about the non-security aspects of SODA can be found in [19].
4.1 Resource Isolation between Virtual Servers

Resource isolation not only provides performance guarantee to the AS running in each virtual server, but also prevents an ill-behaving or malicious AS from launching local DoS attacks upon other ASes in the same ASHoP server. Currently, our SODA implementation supports CPU, network bandwidth, and memory isolation.

- **CPU capacity isolation** is achieved by implementing a coarse-grain CPU proportional sharing scheduler in the Linux host OS. The scheduler enforces the CPU share allocated to each virtual server. The CPU share of a virtual server is decided when the corresponding AS is admitted to the ASHoP. Within one virtual server, all processes bear the same user (AS) id. The host OS CPU scheduler then enforces CPU proportional sharing among all processes based on their user ids.

- **Network bandwidth isolation** is similarly achieved by implementing a traffic shaper inside the Linux host OS. The traffic shaper enforces the outbound bandwidth share allocated to each virtual server. Recall that each virtual server has its own IP address. The traffic shaper achieves bandwidth isolation between virtual servers based on the IP addresses of outgoing packets generated by these virtual servers.

- **Memory isolation**: Memory is critical to the performance of virtual servers (and therefore of ASes). SODA simply leverages the memory usage limit feature of UML: the maximum amount of memory available to a virtual server (both AS and guest OS) can be specified as a parameter when UML, the guest OS, is started.

Note that resource isolation only prevents DoS attacks between ASes. To prevent intra-AS DoS attacks launched by the clients of an AS, other methods (such as client puzzles [6]) still need to be installed as part of the AS software.

4.2 Virtual Switching and Firewalling

SODA uses virtual switching to connect the virtual servers to the outside world as well as between themselves. In the meantime, it creates a strong protection for the ASHoP server: the ASHoP server itself will have no IP address. Therefore, the host OS is totally 'invisible' and therefore un-attackable from the outside.

To realize the seemingly conflicting goals of virtual server networking and ASHoP server invisibility, we implement a software switch module inside the host OS (Figure 2). This solution is inspired by a real layer-two switch connecting physical NICs, yet the switch itself does not have an IP address. Similarly, we create a software switch in the host OS, connecting multiple virtual NICs of the virtual servers and one physical NIC of the ASHoP server.

The software switch forwards packets to/from the virtual servers. Furthermore, we enhance the software switch to support firewalling and intrusion detection between virtual servers. The physical firewall and intrusion detection system (IDS) can protect the ASHoP server from attacks from outside, but they cannot handle attacks from one virtual server against another virtual server inside the same ASHoP server. Fortunately, our software switch provides an ideal venue to perform inter-virtual-server firewalling and intrusion detection: the firewall and IDS modules are plugged in on the packet path between the virtual servers. Currently, the firewall and IDS code in SODA is based on the widely adopted nesdisablesnort suite. However, the software switch can easily accommodate more complicated firewalling rules (such as reverse firewalling) and intrusion detection methods (such as NATE [27]).

With virtual switching and firewalling, the ASes can communicate and collaborate in a secure fashion, making it possible to create composite and value-added application services. On the other hand, it is also possible to enforce communication isolation via the virtual firewall - for example, to prevent two competing ASes (selling the same products) from attacking each other.

4.3 AS Blackboxing

In ASHoP, the logging of AS activities is essential to auditing and forensic analysis. However, we face the following dilemma: If the guest OS performs logging, the log may be tampered with or even erased by an intruder, who tends to do so first thing after breaking in. On the other hand, if the host OS performs logging, two problems will arise: (1) the privacy of the tenants (ASes) is violated, because the landlord can view the AS log data and (2) it
is difficult or even impossible to log activities that happen inside the virtual server.

In SODA, we use a novel strategy to solve the above problem: the log data are generated by the guest OS kernel\(^2\), but stored in the host OS. The logging module inside the guest OS kernel, called AS blackbox, is capable of taking snapshots of AS execution, as well as collecting system-wide (within the virtual server) log data such as those from `syslogd` and `klogd`, and verbatim record of user console (local and remote) input. The log data are immediately pushed down to the host OS for storage. Recall that the host OS is un-attackable from both inside and outside, and therefore an ideal place to store the log data.

Furthermore, to conserve the privacy of the ASes, the AS blackbox will encrypt the log data before pushing them down to the host OS. For an AS, the key to encrypt the log data is generated and compiled into the UML kernel by a trusted authority called the Trusted UML Factory, before the AS is created in the ASHoP server. As shown in Figure 3, the Trusted UML Factory obtains the image of the AS from the ASP, and builds a customized UML kernel with the key. The images of AS and UML will then be downloaded to the ASHoP server. The key is nowhere to be obtained in the ASHoP server. Instead, it will be kept by the Trusted UML Factory and by the ASP. In the event of a crash or an attack, the key will be used to decrypt the log data for forensic analysis.

\[\text{Figure 3. AS blackboxing: AS blackbox 'manufactured' by Trusted UML Factory; log data generated and encrypted in guest OS (UML) kernel and stored in host OS (Linux)}\]

One of the main challenges in the AS blackbox implementation is to 'hijack' the log information originally logged by `syslogd`, which in the danger of being killed by an intruder. The challenge is the syslog **library hijacking** in glibc library: glibc is so essential in the guest OS (UML) that once glibc library is upgraded or replaced, both the AS and the UML will be affected. Also the dynamic loader (usually the file `/lib/ld-linux.so.2`) should reflect the change in glibc, and be consistent with glibc at all times\(^3\). Finally, for the development environment, the gcc compiler and all related header files should reflect the new glibc library to ensure consistency. In our implementation, this major **UML rebuild** is performed by the Trusted UML Factory: The Trusted UML Factory uses the cross-compiler and toolchain (currently targeting x86 platforms) to generate a much modified UML kernel (with the AS blackbox key inside), and packages the AS into the ext2 file system, which will be mounted by the UML as the root file system.

5 Related Work

Internet hosting has been moving from content hosting to application service (AS) hosting. The former involves the hosting of digital contents (such as photos and audio/video files) outsourced by a content provider. Examples of content hosting platform include Yahoo! Photos and Akamai [1]. On the other hand, AS hosting involves not just contents, but also highly application-specific software (such as genome matching and e-Commerce). Therefore, it requires a higher degree of isolation between ASes in resource, administration, and fault/attack recovery. Examples of ASHoP platform include Oceano [5] of IBM and Utility Data Center [4] of HP.

Recently, virtual OS has received significant attention in the OS community. Representative projects include Denali [31], UML [13], UMLinux [12], SODA [19], and Xen [8]. They all support the creation of virtual servers based on the guest OS/host OS architecture. However, the protection and security mechanisms in SODA have not been reported in the other projects.

It is noteworthy and interesting that the user-level mechanism for system call interposition in [18] is very similar to the way the UML [13] guest OS is implemented. They both exploit the **pirace** mechanism provided by a UNIX-style OS (including Linux) for the surveillance of other processes. The purpose of [18] is intrusion detection and confinement, also similar to that of the UML.

Server resource isolation has been extensively studied in the traditional single-level OS architecture [7, 23, 24, 26]. On the other hand, SODA is the first virtual-OS-based architecture that implements resource isolation between virtual servers.

The **honeypot** is "a computer system that is specifically designed to capture all activity ... of a criminal who has

\(^2\)To make the guest OS kernel undamagable by its processes, we leverage the 'skias' mode of UML: the UML kernel is in a separate address space from it processes, making the UML kernel totally invisible to its processes.

\(^3\)We had an experience in which we used the newer version of `/lib/ld-linux.so.2` without updating the corresponding `/lib/l-ld-linux.so.2`. The entire UML became unusable, since most commands depended on both glibc and dynamic loader.
gained unauthorized access to the system" [11]. Recently, virtual OS (including UML) has also been applied to the deployment of honeypot [2], in order to achieve better attack confinement and log data capture. However, due to its different purpose from SODA, UML-based honeypot does not support resource isolation and virtual firewalling between honeypots. As to logging, UML-based honeypot supports unambiguous logging of attacker's keystrokes. However, it is not able to capture the log data originally captured by syslogd. As discussed in Section 4.3, this is a highly challenging task in our implementation of AS blackboxing.

Another project that addresses unambiguous logging is ReVirt [14]. ReVirt is based on the UMLinux [12] guest OS. One key weakness of ReVirt is that its logging module is completely outside the guest OS. As a result, the log data of ReVirt are much less detailed than those captured by SODA's AS blackbox.

A paradigm similar to the ASHoP is the execution of mobile code on a foreign host platform. It also involves a two-way security relationship between the mobile code and the host: we need protection of the latter against the former [16, 29] and vice versa [16, 21]. However, the ASHoP paradigm is different in that the host-tenant relationship in an ASHoP usually lasts longer, and that the inter-tenant relationship should also be considered.

Finally, our work in OS support for ASHoP protection complements the work in programming language support for software safety [15, 17, 25, 30]. The language-level solutions are critical to the checking and enforcement of safety properties of the AS software, guest OS, and host OS, in order to create a highly secure ASHoP.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

We have shown that the protection of Application Service Hosting Platforms (ASHoPs) poses new research challenges. Due to ASHoP's inherent requirement of openness, sharing, and mutual isolation, novel OS architecture and mechanisms are needed to provide protection and isolation between the host (ASHoP infrastructure) and the tenants (ASEs), as well as between different tenants. We argue that the traditional single-level ASHoP architecture is not adequate for such protection, and that the two-level architecture based on virtual OS technology appears to be a promising candidate.

The development of SODA, our two-level ASHoP architecture, has so far been very encouraging. We have successfully implemented a number of novel security mechanisms, which can be used as the basis for more complicated mechanisms and policies. Meanwhile, there are many problems waiting to be solved in ASHoP protection and security. Examples include: resource access authorization [9, 32] in ASHoPs, privacy policy model [20] for ASHoP, replay of attacks based on log data in AS blackboxes, and risk management [10] in ASHoP - including an ASP's risk in selecting an ASHoP, and the ASHoP owner's risk in accepting an AS. We expect that studies on these problems - in the context of two-level ASHoP architecture, will yield new research results and opportunities.
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